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Dear Ms O'Brien
I am delighted to confirm your appointment from 1 July 2015 as Chair to the Historical Child
Abuse Inquiry (lithe Inquiry"). The Inquiry is to be held under the Inquiries Act 2005 (lithe
Act") and is a Scottish Inquiry in terms of section 1(2)(b) and section 28 of the Act. This letter
serves as the formal written instrument of your appointment as Chair to the Inquiry pursuant
to section 4(1) of the Act.
The Terms of Reference of the Inquiry are provided in Annex A. i am grateful to all of those,
and in particular to those survivors, who participated so constructively in the engagement
process on what the Terms of Reference for this Inquiry should be. As required by section
5(4) of the Act you have been consulted on these Terms of Reference. Building confidence
in the work of the Inquiry and delivering on these Terms of Reference is now your challenge
and I look to you to bring the strong leadership, commitment and courage which will be
required. Human Rights must be at the centre. of the Inquiry's work. As a public authority, the
Inquiry will require to take account of the Human Rights of all those involved in the Inquiry
process.
,

The setting-up date for the Inquiry will be no later than 1 October 2015.
The scope of this Inquiry is such that I am of the view a broad range of skills will be required
in order to carry out its work. I therefore intend that the Inquiry should be undertaken by an
Inquiry panel in accordance with section 3(1 )(b) of the Act. From the engagement process, it
is clear that survivors and others will expect a wide range of support and expertise from the
Inquiry. In order to ensure that we secure the best possible range of skills and experience I
have today announced the intention that the Inquiry should have a Panel to assist it in
fulfilling its remit. The criteria and process for appointment will be subject to consultation with
you and I would anticipate announcing this no later than end of July. In accordance with
section 4(3) of the Act I will also consult with you on proposed appointments to the Panel
before confirming them. I would envisage appointing around 2 or 3 panel members.
The Act sets out various statutory powers which the Scottish Ministers have in relation to the
Inquiry. The Chairman too has statutory powers and duties under the Act which you will be
left to perform. In addition to the Act, the Inquiries (Scotland) Rules 2007 (SSI 2007/560)
apply to the Inquiry and set out various matters in relation the Inquiry proceedings, including
rules relating to the provision of relevant material and evidence to the Inquiry. You will be
aware that decisions may, in appropriate circumstances, be subject to judicial review.
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You will wish also to be aware of the requirement under section 9(3) and (4) of the Act for
you to notifyMinisters of information which might affect your impartiality during the course of
the Inquiry and to avoid from participating in any activities which might compromise your
ability to serve as Chair.
Ministers will pay such remuneration and expenses as are agreed as reasonable between
the Chair and Ministers as having been reasonably incurred by the Inquiry in meeting the
Terms of Reference, and these will be set out by separate schedule.
Many survivors have campaigned their whole adult lives for this Inquiry. For many others, the
abuse they suffered is still suffered in silence. I now look to you to ensure that the Inquiry
listens to and delivers for survivors. It must build their trust and confidence. You have
confirmed that that you will make clear in early course how the Inquiry proposes to engage
with survivors.
Whilst we will never be able to undo abuse that has happened, this Inquiry will ensure that
survivors are heard and acknowledged. Lessons will be learned so that we can do even
more to address the impact of such abuse and crucially, that we all do much better in the
future to protect Scotland's most vulnerable children.
I have copied this letter to the Convenor of the Education and Culture Committee and a copy
will be lodged with the Scottish Parliament Information Centre.

ANGELA CONSTANCE
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ANNEXA
HISTORICAL CHILD ABUSE INQUIRY - TERMS OF REFERENCE

Introduction:
The overall aim and purpose of this Inquiry is to raise public awareness of the abuse of children in care,
particularly

during the period covered by the Inquiry.

acknowledgement
testimony.
1.

It will provide an opportunity

of the suffering of those children and a forum for validation

The Inquiry will do this by fulfilling

To investigate

for public

of their experience and

its Terms of Reference which are set out below.

the nature and extent of abuse of children whilst in care in Scotland, during the

relevant time frame.
2.

To consider the extent to which institutions

and bodies with legal responsibility

children failed in their duty to protect children in care in Scotland
Scotland) from abuse, and in particular
3.

To create a national

(or children whose care was arranged in

to identify any systemic failures

public record and commentary

for the care of

in fulfilling

that duty.

on abuse of children in care in Scotland during

the relevant time frame.
4.

To examine how abuse affected and still affects these victims in the long term, and how in turn it

affects their families.
5.

The Inquiry is to cover that period which is within living memory of any person who suffered such

abuse, up until such date as the Chair may determine,
6.

and in any event not beyond 17 December 2014.

To consider the extent to which failures by state or non-state institutions

(including the courts) to

protect children in care in Scotland from abuse have been addressed by changes to practice, policy or
legislation,
7.

up until such date as the Chair may determine.

To consider whether

further

changes in practice, policy or legislation are necessary in order to

protect children in care in Scotland from such abuse in future.
8.

Within 4 years (or such other period as Ministers

may provide) of the date of its establishment,

to

report to the Scottish Ministers on the above matters, and to make recommendations.

Definitions:
1.

'Child' means a person under the age of 18.

2.

For the purpose of this Inquiry, "Children in Care" includes children in institutional

such as children's

homes (including

residential

care provided

including list D schools; Borstals; Young Offenders'

hostels; healthcare establishments

providing

provide children with long term residential

care

by faith based groups); secure care units

Institutions;

the Highlands and Islands; state, private and independent

residential

places provided for Boarded Out children in

Boarding Schools, including state funded school

long term care; and any similar establishments

intended to

care. The term also includes children in foster care.

The term does not include: children living with their natural families; children living with members of their
natural families, children living with adoptive families, children using sports and leisure clubs or attending
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faith based organisations

on a day to day basis; hospitals and similar treatment

term basis; nursery and day-care; short term respite care for vulnerable
private, which did not have boarding facilities;
to provide care temporarily
accommodated
3.

children; schools, whether

public or

police cells and similar holding centres which were intended

or for the short term; or 16 and 17 year old children in the armed forces and

by the relevant service.

"Abuse" for the purpose of this Inquiry is to be taken to mean primarily

abuse, with associated .psychological and emotional
forms of abuse at its discretion,
(such as deprivation
individually

centres attended on a short

physical abuse and sexual

abuse. The Inquiry will be entitled to consider other

including medical experimentation,

spiritual abuse, unacceptable

practices

of contact with siblings) and neglect, but these matters do not require to be examined

or in isolation.
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